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Part 3 – What is a Worldview?
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In Acts 17 (Guest Bible p. 785), Paul was respectful (v.22), but also observant (v.
23) and informed (v.28). He had some understanding of who he was talking to.
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Why is worldview important:
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In explaining our faith, it helps to understand the viewpoint of our listener.
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In our country, the Biblical worldview is __________________________.
(Google search: American Worldview Inventory 2020)
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Four foundational components of any worldview:
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Origin:

Meaning:

Origin:

Meaning:

How did we ______ ________?

______ are we here?

How did we ______ ________?

______ are we here?

Intentional OR ___________

Purpose OR ______-determined

Intentional OR ___________

Purpose OR ______-determined

Christian: ______ created (Gen 1&2)

Christian: “________ I have for you”

Christian: ______ created (Gen 1&2)

Christian: “________ I have for you”

Secular: We have ______________

Secular: I chart my ______ course

Secular: We have ______________

Secular: I chart my ______ course

Morality:

Destiny:

Morality:

Destiny:

What is __________ or __________?

What happens when I ______?

What is __________ or __________?

What happens when I ______?

Absolute OR _______________

Nothing OR _______________

Absolute OR _______________

Nothing OR _______________

Christian: Bible, God, sin, _________

Christian: Judgment, heaven, _____

Christian: Bible, God, sin, _________

Christian: Judgment, heaven, _____

Secular: ____ good, ____ good

Secular: Maybe I’ll be ___________?

Secular: ____ good, ____ good

Secular: Maybe I’ll be ___________?

Fact: Your worldview will be reflected by your actions.

Fact: Your worldview will be reflected by your actions.

Challenge: Do your actions reflect the worldview you claim?

Challenge: Do your actions reflect the worldview you claim?

